
WARNING:

Surface Mounted Installation  

Risk of or electric shock. Fixture installation requires knowledge of luminaires electrical systems. If not 
qualified, DO NOT attempt installation. Contact a qualified electrician. 
Risk of fire or electric shock. Suitable for wet locations. Always turn off the power supply before 
installation. Risk of fire or electric shock. Suitable for non-insulated surface and frame. DO NOT cover 
fixture with insulation liner or similar material. 
DO NOT install fixture on unstable, loose or easily breakable surface. DO NOT exert force on the surface 
of the fixture.

1. Fix the buckles in parallel by screws with distance 
matching the slots on each side of strip light.

buckle

4. Installation completed. Stuck the 
lamp with a buckle, and fix it with 
buckle screw.

Warranty

GIE-VT-4FT-
40W-L-H

3500K
4000K
5000K
6000K

LED Linear Vapor Tight Light

3. Open the blocking head. Then adjust 
the dip switch.

 2. Connect the female connector to the mains or 
other means. 

Waterproof connector

IN STRUCTION MANUAL
Read this instruction carefully before installation. Keep it for further reference. Make electrical and 
grounded connections in accordance with the national electrical code and any applicable code. Always 
turn off the power supply before installation This product must be installed in accordance with the 
applicable installation code by a qualified electrician who is familiar with the construction and 
operation of the product and the hazards involved.
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Size Model Power
Working 
Current

Input 
Voltage CCT

Viewing 
Angle Ra PF

0.4A >80 >0.9 5 Years4FT 30/35/40W AC100-277V

 Watt Tunable Switch 1= 
 3 different power: 
4ft: 30W 35W 40W
СCT Tunable Switch 2= 
3500K 4000K 5000K 6000K 



The Installation must be carried out by a qualified electrician.   

1. Open the end cap by pulling the fastener. 2. Waterproof end cap with connector.

4.Tri-proof light in connection.

3. Put the AC cable into the waterproof end cap of another Tri-proof light, After wiring, Close the end cap and 
twist tight the waterproof connector.
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Connection Instruction  




